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Dr. Liane Young 

Associate Professor 
Morality Lab 

Department of Psychology 
Boston College 

How we think about friend vs foe 

As social creatures, we spend a lot of time thinking about the mental lives of those around us. 
Does mental state representation differ across social contexts? We will explore this broad 

question using approaches from social neuroscience and developmental psychology. In the first 
part of the talk, we will look at how people deploy theory of mind for cooperation vs 

competition. In the second part of the talk, we will look at how people update their moral 
judgments of familiar vs unfamiliar others, in response to prediction error. We will end with 

some discussion of how neural signatures can inform the question of whether “biased” updating 
(e.g., of familiar others) reflects motivated cognition or rational decision-making. 
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Dr. Konrad Kording 

Professor  
Department of Neuroscience 

University of Pennsylvania 

Bayesian Behavior vs Bayesian Brains 

Human behavior is, for frequent tasks, often remarkably close to the normative, Bayesian 
solutions. This has often been interpreted as evidence that there is something fundamentally 

Bayesian about brains. This idea has driven a large community that constructs statistical models 
of the brain which includes probabilistic populations codes and sampling ideas. I will review the 
two spaces of theories, and highlight why the existing data, both behavioral and neural does not 
meaningfully inform us about Bayesian processing in the brain. I will argue that conceptualizing 

brains in a connectionist framework is more promising and, arguably, concrete and testable. 
Lastly, i will summarize experimental data that is predicted by this notion. In my view, humans 

often have Bayesian behavior, but there is little reason to assume that their brains are Bayesian. 
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Dr. Laurie Santos 

Professor 
Department of Psychology   

Yale University 

What Makes the Human Mind Special?  
Insights from Non-Human Animals 

 
In my talk, I'll explore the question of what makes the human mind unique. Human are the only species 
in the animal kingdom that reads fiction, teaches their children, tells jokes, and shares photos on 
Instagram. In this talk, I will explore this question of human uniqueness by examining what makes the 
developing human mind so different from that of other animals. I will first discuss recent work in 
comparative cognition that shows a number of ways that other animals are strikingly similar to humans 
in the way they think about the world. I will also explore some key cognitive differences between 
humans and other animals that make the human species different from other animals but also a bit less 
rational than you might expect. 

 

 

 


